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Anexo 1. Listado palabras Categoría 1 Non Bilingual Schools: 1st
and 2nd graders (group 1)
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Action
Afternoon
Airport
April
Backpack
Bake
Baseball
Basket
Bat
Behind
Bell
Big
Bike
Birthday
Blue
Body
Book
Boy
Bring
Brother
Bunny
Buttons
Cap
Cat
Catch
Chair
Child
Circle
Club
Coat
Cold
Common
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Costume
Cute
Day
Decorate
Dog
Drama
Drink
English
Eyes
Fall
Family
Father
Fish
Food
Fork
Friday
Fun
Game
Garden
Get
Gift
Girl
Green
Group
Gym
Hair
Happy
Hat
Head
Hen
Here
Home
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Hot
Ice cream
Jacket
January
Join
July
King
Kitchen
Last
Legs
Letter
Listen
Long
Love
Make
March
Moon
Morning
Mother
Music
My
Name
Nervous
New
Nose
November
O’clock
Old
Open
Partner
Pet
Picnic

97. Picture
98. Poem
99. Present
100. Rainy
101. Room
102. Round
103. Saturday
104. Scared
105. See
106. She
107. Sing
108. Small
109. Sweet
110. Team
111. Theater/Theatre
112. Thing
113. Toys
114. Tuesday
115. Up
116. Van
117. Walk
118. Wash
119. Well
120. Wet
121. Wind
122. Wish
123. Write
124. Yellow
125. Zero
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Definitions
1.

Action. Noun: the fact or process of doing
something, typically to achieve an aim
2. Afternoon. Noun: the time of day between noon
and evening
3. Airport. Noun: a place where aircraft land and take
off and where there are buildings for passengers to
wait in and for aircraft to be sheltered
4. April. Noun: the fourth month of the year
5. Backpack. Noun: a piece of equipment designed to
be used while being carried on the back.
6. Bake. Verb: to cook (food) in an oven using dry
heat
7. Baseball. Noun: a game played by two teams of
nine people each. You get points when you hit the ball
with a bat and then run around four bases
8. Basket. Noun: a container usually made by
weaving together long thin pieces of material
9. Bat. Noun: a heavy stick used in baseball
10. Behind. Preposition: in or at the back of; on the
other side of.
11. Bell. Noun: a hollow metallic device that gives off a
reverberating sound when struck.
12. Big. Adjective: large in size, number, or weight
13. Bike. Noun: a 2-wheeled vehicle that a person
rides by pushing on foot pedals
14. Birthday. Noun: the day when someone was born
or the anniversary of that day
15. Blue. Adjective: of the color blue
16. Body. Noun: the complete structure of a person,
animal, plant, or other organism.
17. Book. Noun: sheets of paper that are put together
between two covers. The sheets can be empty or have
writing or pictures on them.
18. Boy. Noun: a male child, from birth to full growth
19. Bring. Verb: to carry or cause (someone or
something) to come toward the speaker
20. Brother. Noun: a male person who has the same
mother or father as another person
21. Bunny. Noun: a rabbit; especially a young rabbit
22. Buttons. Noun: a small, usually round piece of
plastic, glass, metal, etc., that is sewn to a piece of
clothing and is pushed through a loop or hole to
fasten one part of the clothing to another part
23. Cap. Noun: A usually soft and close-fitting head
covering, either having no brim or with a visor.
24. Cat. Noun: a small animal that is related to lions
and tigers and that is often kept by people as a pet
25. Catch. Verb: to take hold of something that is
moving.

26. Chair. Noun: a seat, especially for one person,
usually having four legs for support and a rest for the
back:
27. Child. Noun: a young boy or girl.
28. Circle. Noun: a closed curve consisting of all the
points at a given distance from the center.
29. Club. Noun: a group of people organized for a
social purpose
30. Coat. Noun: an outer piece of clothing that can be
long or short and that is worn to keep warm or dry
31. Cold. Adjective: having a very low temperature
32. Common. Adjective: of frequent occurrence; usual;
familiar:
33. Costume. Noun: clothing for a particular occasion
such as a party
34. Cute. Adjective: attractive or pleasing
35. Day. Noun: the time between sunrise and sunset
36. Decorate. Verb: to adorn with something
ornamental or beautiful
37. Dog. Noun: a kind of mammal with four legs and a
tail. People keep dogs as pets. Some dogs help people
guard buildings or animals such as sheep.
38. Drama. Noun: dramatic art or literature in general
39. Drink. Verb: to take liquid into the mouth and
swallow it
40. English. Adjective: of or relating to England.
41. Eyes. Noun: either of two organs in the body used
to see
42. Fall. Verb: to come or go down quickly from a high
place or position
43. Family. Noun: parents and their children thought
of as a group
44. Father. Noun: a male parent
45. Fish. Noun: an animal that lives in water and does
not breathe air
46. Food. Noun: any nourishing substance eaten or
drunk to sustain life, provide energy, and promote
growth
47. Fork. Noun: a small tool with two or more pointed
parts (called prongs or tines) used for picking up and
eating food
48. Friday. Noun: the day between Thursday and
Saturday
49. Fun. Noun: something that provides amusement
50. Game. Noun: a form of play or sport having certain
rules and equipment for play
51. Garden. Noun: an area of land used for growing
flowers or vegetables
52. Get. Verb: come to have something; receive
53. Gift. Noun: something given to another freely and
without payment in return; a present
54. Girl. Noun: a female child
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55. Green. Adjective: of the color of growing plants,
between yellow and blue:
56. Group. Noun: any collection or assembly of
persons or things, considered together as being
related in some way.
57. Gym. Noun: a building or large room that has
equipment for physical education, sports, and games
58. Hair. Noun: a mass of hairs growing on the head or
skin
59. Happy. Adjective: feeling pleasure and enjoyment
because of your life, situation, etc.
60. Hat. Noun: a covering for the head that often has a
brim and a rounded or flat top
61. Head. Noun: the top part of a human or animal
body which contains the brain and has eyes, ears, a
nose, and a mouth
62. Hen. Noun: an adult female chicken
63. Here. Adjective: in or at this places
64. Home. Noun: he place where a person or animal
lives
65. Hot. Adjective: having a high temperature
66. Ice cream. Noun: a sweet, frozen food made by
mixing cream, sugar, and other things. Ice cream is
made in many different flavors
67. Jacket. Noun: a short coat used as a piece of outer
clothing
68. January. Noun: the first month of the year
69. Join. Verb: to come into contact or union with
70. July. Noun: the seventh month of the year
71. King. Noun: a male head of a royal family who
rules a country for life
72. Kitchen. Noun: a room where people cook and
store food.
73. Last. Adjective: being or coming after all others,
with respect to time, order, rank, place, or importance.
74. Legs. Plural noun: either of the two lower limbs of
a two-footed animal, as a human being, or any of the
paired limbs of an animal, that support and move the
body.
75. Letter. Noun: a symbol or character that is used in
writing and printing to represent a speech sound and
is part of an alphabet.
76. Listen. Verb: to pay attention to what can be heard
77. Long. Adjective: covering a great distance or time
78. Love. Verb: to have a strong liking for
79. Make. Verb: to produce something
80. March. Noun: the fifth month of the year
81. Moon. Noun: an object that circles around a planet
82. Morning. Noun: the early part of the day,
beginning when the sun rises and ending at noon
83. Mother. Noun: a female parent

84. Music. Noun: pleasant sounds made by voices or
instruments
85. My. Adjective: of or belonging to me
86. Name. Noun: a word or group of words by which
something or someone is known
87. Nervous. Adjective: feeling worry or fear about a
particular thing or things
88. New. Adjective: not old, recently born, built, or
created
89. Nose. Noun: the part of the body that controls
breathing and smelling. The nose is in the middle of
the face
90. November. Noun: the 11th month of the year
91. O’clock. Adverb: of or according to the clock
92. Old. Adjective: having lived for many years, not
young
93. Open. Adjective: not closed
94. Partner. Noun: a person who shares with another
some action, like a classmate
95. Pet. Noun: an animal people keep in their home for
company and pleasure
96. Picnic. Noun: a meal that is eaten outdoors
especially during a trip away from home
97. Picture. Noun: a painting, drawing, or photograph
98. Poem. Noun: a piece of writing in verse
99. Present. Noun: something given as a gift
100. Rainy. Adjective: having much rain
101. Room. Noun: a portion of space within a building
enclosed by walls from other parts
102. Round. Adjective: shaped like a ball or circle
103. Saturday. Noun: the day of the week between
Friday and Sunday
104. Scared. Adjective: filled with fear; frightened
105. See. Verb: to view with the eyes
106. She. Pronoun: the female person or animal being
discussed or that was last mentioned
107. Sing. Verb: to make music with the voice
108. Small. Adjective: little in size, number, or amount
109. Sweet. Adjective: containing a lot of sugar
110. Team. Noun. a group formed to play or work
together
111. Theater. Noun: a building where plays, movies, or
concerts are presented
112. Thing. Noun: an object whose name is not known
or stated
113. Toys. Noun: objects that can be used in play,
especially by children
114. Tuesday. Noun: the day of the week between
Monday and Wednesday
115. Up. Adverb: to, toward, or in a more elevated
position
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116. Van. Noun: a tall, covered truck or car used to
move people or goods
117. Walk. Verb: to move with your legs at a speed that
is slower than running
118. Wash. Verb: to make something clean by using
water or soap
119. Well. Adverb: in a good or satisfactory manner
120. Wet. Adjective: having water or other liquid within
something or on the surface of something
121. Wind. Noun: a natural movement of air of any
velocity
122. Wish. Verb: to want (something) to be true or to
happen
123. Write. Verb: to form (letters, words, etc.), on a
paper, with a pen or pencil.
124. Yellow. Adjective: having the color of the sun, a
lemon, or a banana
125. Zero. Noun: the number that comes before the
number one
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Sentences:
1. Action: Her action saved the child's life
2. Afternoon: Children finish school in the afternoon.
3. Airport: The airplane took off from the airport.
4. April: April is my favorite month of the year.
5. Backpack: Simon prefers to take a backpack
instead of a suitcase when he travels.
6. Bake: I can bake a cake for your birthday.
7. Baseball: People usually play baseball in summer.
8. Basket: Donna put her groceries in the shopping
basket.
9. Bat: They hit the ball with the bat.
10. Behind: Who is standing behind this door?
11. Bell: When the bell rings, class is over.
12. Big: Elephants are big animals.
13. Bike: Anna is riding her bike in the park.
14. Birthday: Peter is celebrating his birthday this
weekend.
15. Blue: The sky is blue.
16. Body: Jay takes care of his body by doing exercise.
17. Book: I have a book about animals.
18. Boy: There’s a new boy at school.
19. Bring: Can you bring the children to our party?
20. Brother: My uncle is my father's brother.
21. Bunny: Thomas has a cute bunny as a pet.
22. Buttons: My new jacket has big buttons.
23. Cap: The boy is wearing a nice cap.
24. Cat: Look at that black cat!
25. Catch: The dog can catch the rabbit.
26. Chair: I pulled my chair up to the table.
27. Child: A young child doesn't usually want to share
his or her toys.
28. Circle: Tony drew a circle on the paper.
29. Club: Kim and Kate are in the music club.
30. Coat: Your new coat is so cool!
31. Cold: It’s very cold in here; I’m freezing.
32. Common: It was a common error.
33. Costume: The circus clown put on his costume.
34. Cute: Look at that cute little dog!
35. Day: It is a sunny day.
36. Decorate: They decorate the theater with many
lights.
37. Dog: That dog is a Chihuahua.
38. Drama: Lovers of drama will hate this play.
39. Drink: I want to drink some water, please.
40. English: I love my English class.
41. Eyes: I can see with my eyes.
42. Fall: Leaves fall from the tree.
43. Family: My family lives in New York.
44. Father: Her father is called Mike.
45. Fish: My son has a pet fish.
46. Food: I'll bring the food if you bring the drink.

47. Fork: Eat meat with a fork and soup with a spoon.
48. Friday: We’ll see each other again on Friday.
49. Fun: A picnic would be fun.
50. Game: My whole family went to the football game.
51. Garden: I grow tomatoes and beans in my garden.
52. Get: I get a lovely gift for my birthday.
53. Gift: She just received one birthday gift.
54. Girl: There are eight boys and one girl in the class.
55. Green: My granny likes green color.
56. Group: This group of students is very smart.
57. Gym: The game was played in the gym.
58. Hair: His hair is brown.
59. Happy: She was happy with her new job.
60. Hat: Luke is wearing a nice hat.
61. Head: Peter is wearing a hat to cover his head.
62. Hen: I keep a hen to eat the insects in my garden.
63. Here: Put the pen here.
64. Home: I went home and took a shower.
65. Hot: Open the windows because it’s too hot in here.
66. Ice cream: I’m having a vanilla ice cream.
67. Jacket: Put the jacket on as we are leaving now.
68. January: January is the first month of the year.
69. Join: Kim will join the music club.
70. July: Their wedding is on July.
71. King: The king of Spain is called Philip.
72. Kitchen: They are cooking in the kitchen.
73. Last: This is my last day in the school.
74. Legs: My dog has short legs.
75. Letter: The letter A is the first letter in the English
alphabet.
76. Listen: Listen carefully to the teacher's directions
77. Long: There is a long way to his house.
78. Love: They love to go camping.
79. Make: You can’t make so much noise.
80. March: Spring usually stars in March.
81. Moon: Earth has one moon.
82. Morning: The children leave for school at eight in
the morning.
83. Mother: Her mother is coming for us.
84. Music: I love classical music.
85. My: This is my seat.
86. Name: My name is Stephen.
87. Nervous: That big dog is making me nervous.
88. New: This is our new school.
89. Nose: Rudolf’s nose is red.
90. November: Guy Fawkes Night is held the fifth of
November.
91. O’clock: Dinner is at 8 o’clock.
92. Old: My old car is broken.
93. Open: She left the windows open at night.
94. Partner: Tim is my partner in this group.
95. Pet: Juan has a kitten for a pet.
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96. Picnic: We are having a picnic at the park.
97. Picture: I took a picture of your family.
98. Poem: Many poems have lines that rhyme at the
end.
99. Present: My birthday present was a guitar.
100. Rainy: I don’t like rainy days.
101. Room: This is the biggest room of the house.
102. Round: The Earth is round.
103. Saturday: My soccer team plays this Saturday.
104. Scared: The monster makes her feel scared.
105. See: He can't see; he's been blind from birth.
106. She: She is my mother.
107. Sing: She likes to sing in the shower.
108. Small: They live in a small house.
109. Sweet: I love this sweet chocolate.
110. Team: My sister is a member of the volleyball team.
111. Theater: There is a movie theater at the mall
112. Thing: Please put this thing in the drawer.
113. Toys: The child played with her toys while her
mother watched.
114. Tuesday: Tuesday is considered the third day of
the week in the US.
115. Up: I asked you to stand up.
116. Van: We loaded our furniture into the van.
117. Walk: I can walk to the bank.
118. Wash: They will wash all the cups.
119. Well: Our plans are going well.
120. Wet: This towel is wet, but there are dry ones in
the closet.
121. Wind: A cold wind is blowing.
122. Wish: You may sit if you wish.
123. Write: I use my pencil to write.
124. Yellow: She loved her yellow bird.
125. Zero: Temperatures in Moscow regularly drop
below zero.
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